opinion cont.

Socially, transferring won't help

To the Editor: Having read Brian Donovan's "About Nerds and Coeds" in the April 21 issue of The Tech, and Alan Cassel's follow-up letter of May 2, I feel obliged to make the following reply.

Yes! I could be happy, and "make the most out of my education," as Princeton, Yale, or Brown, or even, reverse sexism, think it still is racist had better thirty years ago, and anyone who notions that it had twenty or bols is racist. To me, the Stars and problem sets, etc., but the fact re-

mains that many of the people have more social interaction. MIT may having more girls around, as Eric hopelessly (or not so - no Pass/-Fail) as that which exists here. I feel that Mr. Cassel is guilty of dialect which applies to "Tech Coeds," and I have frequently taped into using it in ball ses-

What is "Dixie" simply racist? ...